Escape
from the world

without leaving
the comforts
of home with
a Viking

Pool

Isn’t it

your turn to own a

I

n 1975, Viking Pools began manufacturing in Northern
California with a single swimming pool mold. A second
mold was added two years later. In 1979, Viking added
an entire line of new pool designs.
Over the next decade, Viking continued to experience
incredible success due to its wide range of products, highquality materials, customized services, and their use of vinyl
ester resin—a formula that would become the benchmark of
the fiberglass pool industry.
Soon new technologies and higher-quality materials were
developed which spurred Viking’s latest innovation—a new
pool made from the finest, most durable raw materials. It is
called A.C.P® (Advanced Composite Pool). Today there is no
other pool quite like it in the world.

Isn’t it your turn

...to experience the pure enjoyment,
complete relaxation, and
endless hours of recreation that
come with owning a Viking Pool?
Just imagine it...coming home after work
on a hot summer day...you walk out on
the patio, approach the pool and jump in...

Instant gratification!
You will spend hours of fun with family
and friends on lazy summer afternoons...
sweet smells emanating
from the pool-side grill...
water splashing from
children’s pool games...
while you float blissfully,
sipping ice cold lemonade...

Just Another Day in Paradise!
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Viking Pool?
The Viking Pool A.C.P.®
(Advanced Composite Pool)
Combining premium raw materials and our unique tenstage manufacturing process creates a pool with unsurpassed
appearance and performance.
www.vikingpools.net/a-c-p.php
Gel-coat or Exclusive Crystite®
or Diamond Series™ Finish

Ceramic Core increases
strength and enhances water
resistance

3
4

1

5

Hand-laid and
chopped fiberglass
(acts as corrosion
barrier and enhances
durability)
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Closed Beam Construction means your
pool is built using the strongest method
of construction available in the industry

Vinyl Ester Resin, chopped
fiberglass, and hand-laid
fiberglass (impact resistance
and blister protection)

Our pools are
ICC Certified.
www.vikingpools.net/icc-certified.php
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Ten-Stage Manufacturing
1

Prepare the mold so that the pool easily separates from the mold to
give the pool a better quality finish.
Our standard gel-coat or premium Crystite® or Diamond Series™
finish is added, which has a 20-year warranty. Our Crystite® finish is
available in 86,400,000 unique colors through our Kaleido-Center.

2
3

Vinyl Ester Resin is then added to provide the greatest impact resistance,
blister protection, and give the gel-coat, Crystite®, or Diamond Series™
finish a gorgeous profile.

4

Additional layers of Vinyl Ester Resin, chopped and hand laid fiberglass
are strategically placed for durability and strength.

5

The heart of every Viking pool is the ceramic core, an additional layer
which is sandwiched between protective layers of specially designed resin
and fiberglass. The ceramic core adds a greater strength to the pool walls
and provides enhanced water resistance.

6

Fiberglass is hand-laid across the pool to complete the important corrosion
barrier to enhance durability. Additional layers of chopped fiberglass are
added. When combined with the hand laid fiberglass it provides additional
strength.

7

Honeycomb vertical supports are added to help support the walls during
the installation process. The closed beam construction is then completed
to strengthen the coping around the pool and allow for easier lifting of
the pool. Chains are also secured around the pool for easy unloading
and setting.

8
9
10
4

The completed pool is lifted off the mold.
The pool is then detailed according to specifications for a spectacular
finish.
Pool is loaded onto the truck and ready for delivery.
www.vikingpools.net/manufacturing.php

1

The pool layout is carefully
marked for precision.

2

The dig begins the
process for perfection.

3

The hole is carefully
prepared to achieve
proper shape and depth.

4

The pool is set in place.

5

The pool is now filled
with water and the
backfill process begins.

6

The proper plumbing and
electrical equipment is
installed.

7

The concrete is poured
around the pool.

8

Your lifetime guaranteed
Viking pool is ready for years
of enjoyment.

www.vikingpools.net/installation.php

Installation
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Pool Styles & Dimensions

Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.
All Lap Pools and Hydro Zones are Non-Diving Pools. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Santa Cruz

*Shipped from California

Panama I

HZ A

HZ E

Physical
Fitness

*All Hydro Zone Models Shipped
from California and/or West Virginia

HZ B

HZ F

Custom Fiberglass Pools • Freemont, CA

Panama II

HZ C

HZ G

HZ D

HZ H

HZ DXL (pictured)

To see more pictures of Hydro Zone pools, visit
www.vikingpools.net/hydro-zone.php

Lap Po
ols &
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Spas
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Custom Pools • Fremont, CA

To see more pictures of Spas, visit
www.vikingpools.net/spas.php
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Shasta

Tahoe

Placid (pictured)

Royal

Shasta Spillover

Tahoe Spillover

Placid Spillover

Royal Spillover

Shasta Splash

Tahoe Splash

Placid Splash

Royal Splash

Spa Styles & Dimensions

Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.
All Spas and Splash Spas are Non-Diving Pools. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Spa Styles & Dimensions

Lengths, widths, and depths may vary up to 3%. Measurements are to widest point on each side of the outside edge.
All Spas and Splash Spas are Non-Diving Pools. Use of Diving Equipment is Prohibited.

Regal

Superior

Mystic

Regal Spillover

Superior Spillover

Mystic Spillover (pictured)

Regal Splash

Superior Splash

Mystic Splash

Pool Crafters • Palm Beach Gardens, FL

S p as & S

plash Spas
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Pool Colors
The color of your pool will have an impact on the pool’s overall appearance and ambiance. Choose from our
standard colors or our exclusive Crystite® or new Diamond Series™ finishes to customize your Viking pool.
Due to the nature of photography, raw materials, and printing, variations in color may occur.

www.vikingpools.net/colors.php

Gel-Coat

Whisper White

Viking Blue

The new Diamond Series
adds deep, rich color
and enhanced sparkle
to the pool’s finish.

Azure

Maya

Persian

We have a custom line of tile available from Fujiwa Tile for our Diamond Series colors.
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Pool Colors
Crystite® Finishes

Granite

Pebble Beach

Sapphire Blue

Pacific Blue

What if you could customize the color of your pool to match any element in your backyard? Now you can - with KaleidoCenter™. Viking Pools has developed a unique application which allows you to custom design the color of your pool.
Using technologies which are the foundation behind our exclusive Crystite® finishes, you can select everything from the
backer to flakes and sparkles to create a truly customizable piece of art.
There is no need to settle for a plain white pool - or even standard colors that your neighbor may have. Make your pool
stand out from the rest with your own unique custom color.

Millions of Color Possibilities
www.vikingpools.net/kaleido-center.php
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Features
Textured Steps and Seats

(Standard on all models) Textured steps and seats
provide non-slip entry and exit of the pool.

Convenience Ledge

Convenience ledges provide a safe place
to swim and grab for safety.

Innovations
Modular Units

Extend the boundaries of your
Viking pool by adding Modular
Units. This feature provides the
opportunity to enhance the size,
look and feel of any Viking pool.
With absolutely no limits to
size, your designs are even more
customized.
www.vikingpools.net/
modular-units.php

Vanishing Edges

What better way to add mystique and intrigue to any pool than
with the elegance of a vanishing edge. Vanishing edges can be
incorporated into virtually any Viking pool to create the look and
feel you are trying to accomplish. Who would have guessed that
the pool of tomorrow would be a pool without the appearance of
walls—and available today, from Viking Pools.
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www.vikingpools.net/vanishing-edges.php

Innovations

Custom Tile Mosaics

Mosaic tiles reflect charm and personality, adding
to the overall appeal of your pool. Reflect your
own personality in your pool with a selection from
Viking’s standard product line or a custom mosaic
of your own creation.
Artistry in Mosaics, Inc. is the largest manufacturer
of quality, handcrafted ceramic mosaic tile designs
in the world. Since 1987, Artistry in Mosaics
has been creating fun and exciting hand cut tile
mosaics for applications in swimming pools.
www.vikingpools.net/mosaics.php
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Innovations
Consultation Service

Has something inspired your life? Do
you want to inspire others? If so, why not
inspire your family and friends with an
Inspire pool from Viking Pools.
The first step of the Inspire pool is to let
us know what inspires you. You can do this
with words, pictures, drawings, music, or
other elements. Then, our experienced
design professionals work together to
custom design a pool that reflects what inspires you. We
will help you select everything from the shape and color
of your pool to unique elements like tiled mosaics, water
features and lighting, and work with you to ensure that
your pool is an inspirational piece of art.
Inspire by Viking is a consultation service that is second
to none in the pool industry. When you own a pool you
will find that it can be an excellent place for those in
your life to gather and enjoy life. Why not inspire them
while you’re at it? With Inspire by Viking you have an
opportunity to change lives while enjoying life. What
could be better?
www.vikingpools.net/inspired-by-viking.php

My wish is that one day
Not too very far away
We can join forces with our foe
And evolve as we learn and grow.
Independently we stand
Gorgeous and absolute.
Together we hold the key
To our spectacular destiny.
Our unified voice
Will be a beacon of light
Teaching others as we go
About the ribbons of hope.

Tiled floors, steps,
seats, and skimmers

Glass or ceramic tile can be added
to the floor, steps, seats, and/or
skimmers of any Viking pool or spa.
These creative designs can be added
to complement the shape of your pool
for a polished and sophisticated look.
www.vikingpools.net/
custom-tile-work.php
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Options
Not only does Viking offer numerous pool sizes and shapes to fit your home and landscape, but you will
also be able to choose from more options than any other pool manufacturer, including handcrafted tiles,
cascades, streams, and inlayed tiles. Create and decorate a private oasis in your own backyard.

Continuous
Perimeter

MAR-95
Caribbean Blue

MAR-33
Ocean Blue

25953
Camel Mix

25950
Cobalt Mist

MAR-95
Caribbean Blue

MAR-33
Ocean Blue

25953
Camel Mix

25950
Cobalt Mist

MARF-295
Caribbean Blue

MARF-233
Ocean Blue

25953
Camel Mix

25950
Cobalt Mist

Travertino Blend

GLTV-032
Electric Blue

GLTV-066
Turquoise

BTV-Pattern
Mosaic Blend

GLTV-032
Electric Blue

GLTV-066
Turquoise

BTV-1 Blend

GLTV-032
Electric Blue

GLTV-066
Turquoise

From BTV-Pattern

Diamonds

Continuous
Perimeter

Perimeter

Aztec

www.vikingpools.net/
perimeter-inlayed-tile.php

AZ-603
Barley

AZ-606
Cobalt

AZ-601
Peacock

AZ-608
Ash Nero

AZ-203
Barley

AZ-206
Cobalt

AZ-201
Peacock

AZ-208
Ash Nero

AZ-203
Barley

AZ-206
Cobalt

AZ-201
Peacock

AZ-208
Ash Nero

AZ1
Barley

AZ6
Cobalt

AZ1
Peacock

AZ8
Ash Nero

Deco Accent

Diamonds

Continuous
Perimeter

Perimeter

Venus (glass)

Diamonds

Viking Pools offers an elegant
selection of standard perimeter
tile and corresponding accent
inlayed tiles to make your
pool unique. Our inlayed tiles
emphasize stairs and seats for
safety and appearance.

Blends Series

Perimeter

Martinique

Perimeter &
Inlayed Tile

An acceptable degree of shade variation is inherent in glass, ceramic, and natural stone products. Tonal variations may occur within the tiles in a sheet.
This characteristic adds to the overall rich quality of mosaics. All warranties against the tile are handled by the tile manufacturer.
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Options
Viking Cascades

Listen to the intoxicating sounds of
waterfalls from the beautiful water features
that originate in the coping of your own
Viking pool. Viking Cascades are available
in a variety of sizes and quantities for
invigorating and attractive waterfalls that fit
the size and landscape of your pool.
www.vikingpools.net/cascades.php

www.vikingpools.net/streams.php

Streams

Listen to the tranquil sounds of flowing
water with Viking Streams, which are
installed along the tile line of your pool.
Our streams are adjustable so you can
change their directional flow for the
perfect appearance. Choose from our four
face plates in black, white, grey, or beige.

Aromatherapy

Aromatherapy has become a proven
form of relaxation and alternative
medicine practices over the past
several years. Viking Pools is now
offering Aromatherapy for our entire
pool and spa lines. Aromatherapy is
available in various delightful scents.
www.vikingpools.net/
aromatherapy.php
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www.vikingpools.net/lighting.php

Options

Lighting from

Jandy introduces the SMALL LED color changing light that
features 9 brilliant colors and 5 color shows. The Jandy LED
light uses less than 50 watts of power and has a 5000 hour
life. The spa sized niche is available with any pool or spa and
is available in 120 volt and 12 volt models with 100 foot cord.
Single switch on/off and color changing or advanced direct
to color switching is available through a Jandy Aqualink RS.

eauty and romance of your Vi
ki n g p o o
Enjoy the b
l by nig
®
ht with ligh
ting from Fiberstars® or Jandy .

Lighting from

L.E.D. Lighting

The PAL-Treo provides a totally new concept in
Underwater Pool/Spa and Aquatic Landscape
Lighting Design.
Utilizing new molding materials, it has been
possible to produce a compact light fitting with
unique features that are not currently available
from any other existing pool or spa lighting
product.
L.E.D Color Changing:
Six colors with disco mode, fully synchronized.
Color Change Digital Array: can be fitted with a
100,000 hr color change array with color lock on
six different colors or two color change modes.

Charm
& Ambiance
Fiber Optic Lighting

Set the mood with your choice of four colors. With the added
luminescence of fiber optics, you will be able to capture your pool’s
beauty by day as well as night.
As pioneers in the fiber optic field, Fiberstars® allows you to
highlight virtually anything, from your pool and spa to landscaping
and patio designs. Fiberstars® fiber optic lighting can also be
used with water features such as Viking Cascades to highlight the
movement of an unbroken, falling waterfall.
Fiberstars perimeter lighting allows you to add charm and ambiance
to any Viking pool or spa.
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The

Advantage
Features

Viking Pools

The others

Options: Inlayed Tile

Yes

No

Defines Steps for Safety

Options: Perimeter Tile

Yes

No

Tile Individualizes Pool

Options: Inlayed Mosiacs

Yes

No

Adds Life & Character to Pool

Options: Viking Cascades, Streams, & Aromatherapy

Yes

No

Built in Water Feature

Options: Fiber Optic & LED Lighting

Yes

Yes

Illuminates Pool

Options: Vanishing Edges

Yes

No

Pool w/o the Appearance of Walls

Options: X-tream Klean™ In-Floor Cleaning System

Yes

No

Self Cleaning Pool

Manufacturing Facilities

Multiple

Single

Pool Thickness

1/4 inch

3/16 inch

Yes

No

Lifetime / 20 year

25/35 year / Varies

Yes

No

2000’s

1980’s

Advanced Composite Pool®

Yes

No

Enhanced Flexural Strength

Yes

Yes

Unsurpassed Blister Protection

Options: Crystite and Diamond Series Finishes

Yes

No

Gives a Natural Look to Pool

Inspire Program

Yes

No

Premier Consultation Service

Eco-Friendly

Yes

No

Saves Money and the Environment

Custom Tile Work

Yes

No

Limitless Design Possibilities

Custom Colors - Kaleido-Center

Yes

No

Millions of Colors to Choose from

Designed to Structural Building Codes Worldwide

Yes

No

Peace of Mind

Referral Program

Yes

No

Earn Cash for your Referrals

ICC Certified
Warranty: Structure/Surface
Manufacturing: Quality Assurance Program
Technology Period
Technology: Ceramic Core
Technology: Vinyl Ester Resin
®

™

Vinyl
Liner

Gunite

Viking
Fiberglass

Pros

Advantage

Nationwide CA, TX, WV, FL
33% Thicker
Guarantees Pool is Built to Industry Standards
Best Warranty in the Industry
Every Pool Has a Detailed Record

Billable
Maintenance

Cons

Maintenance Cost
for 10 Years

• Quick Installation (3-5 days)
• Permanent Home Improvement
• Proven Product with Factory Controlled Quality
• Flexural Strength
• 17 times Stronger than Concrete
• Smooth Non-Porous Finish
• Most Pool Options

• Limited Sizes and Shapes
• Viking has 65+ designs to
choose from

• Chemicals
• Electric Cost

$4,200.00

• Unlimited Design Capabilities
• Permanent Home Improvement

• 4-8 week Installation
• Concrete Shows Around Edge
• Rough Porous Surface
• Cracks in Freeze/Thaw Climates
• Excessive Use of Chemicals,
Energy

• Chemicals
• Electric Cost
• Acid Baths
• Replastering + New Tile
• Pool Service

$16,950.00

• Low Intial Cost

• Easily Punctured, Ripped or
Torn
• Must Replace Liners Periodically
• Walls Can Deteriorate

• Chemicals
• Electric Cost
• Liner Replacement

$11,500.00

www.vikingpools.net/pros-cons.php
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D

ue to the non-porous finish of our pools, fewer
chemicals are needed because algae is less prone
to attach to smoother surfaces. Additionally, less
cleaning will have to be performed using automatic pool
cleaners saving electricity. When automatic pool cleaners
are used, the time it takes to clean the pool will be reduced
saving additional energy.
As fiberglass pools do not rely on steel panels or steel
mesh/rebar for structure, they do not have the potential to
leech chemicals and rust back into the groundwater as a
more conventional constructed pool would.

Fiberglass pools in general act as a natural insulator.
Your filter and heater will potentially run dramatically less
than equipment on vinyl/gunite pools. Depending on the
climate and size of the pool, a homeowner can save up
to $225.00 per month on their pool maintenance with
our pools versus other types of pools (vinyl/gunite). With
more and more people concerned about our environment,
our Eco-Friendly pools are already the pool of tomorrow.
Not only do our pools use less chemicals and energy, our
pools never need to be re-plastered, nor do they have
a liner to replace – thus resulting in less waste in our
landfills.

Eco-Friendly

Pools
& Spas

Save up to $225 per month • Requires fewer chemicals
Less waste in our landfills • No chemicals or rust in ground water
• No re-plastering needed
Viking Pools was selected to participate in a LEED
Platinum certified project called Eco-Smart of
Florida. This cutting edge green project is 100%
eco-friendly and will contain the 50 top green
products and service companies in the industry.
Read more at www.VikingPools.net and on our blog.
www.vikingpools.net/eco-friendly.php
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The Benchmark of Quality Pools
When something is well made, from high-quality materials as a
Viking pool, you’d expect the company to stand behind it. Viking
does, with a lifetime structural warranty. This warranty means that
your Viking pool is designed to perform for the years to come. Just
get out there, swim, and have a good time with your friends and
family. If you have any questions or comments about our pools, just
pick up the phone and call. Viking’s pools and spas are sold and
installed by independent pool contractors.
Call 800-VKG-POOL for the name of a dealer
in your area or visit our website at www.VikingPools.net.®

NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER TO CUSTOMER AND BUYER OF NONRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEALERSHIP AND MANUFACTURER
®

This NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER is made to all retail customers and
buyers of Viking Pools in the United States.
You are by this NOTICE advised that Viking Pools are sold by independent
dealers and dealerships. Each dealer is an independent business person,
who is completely separate from the manufacturer of Viking Pools. Each
dealer is an independent contractor, and no dealer is an owner, agent (in
fact or law), or employee of Viking Pools, the manufacturer.

This brochure represents pool finishes as
closely as possible. Due to the nature of
photography, raw materials, and printing,
variations in color may occur. Lengths,
widths, and depths may vary up to 3%;
measurements are to largest section on
each side of the outside edge. Viking Pools
dealers are independent contractors.

Viking Pools, the manufacturer, hereby DISCLAIMS any liability for an
intentional or negligent act by any Viking Pools dealer or dealership or any
damage to any Viking Pool caused by an act of any dealer or dealership.
Viking Pools will not be responsible or liable for any damages caused
by any dealer or dealership. Viking Pools, as the manufacturer, offers
a separate warranty to all customers and buyers of Viking Pools. That
warranty offered by Viking Pools, the manufacturer, is separate and
apart from other or additional warranty or guarantee offered
by any dealer or dealership.
Any statement in any advertisement, literature,
brochure, or website should NOT be interpreted
or construed to expressly or impliedly create any
relationship between Viking Pools and any dealer
or dealership contrary to this NOTICE AND
DISCLAIMER.
www.vikingpools.net/warranty.php
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www.VikingPools.net®

(800) VKG-POOL
P.O. Box 96
Williams, CA 95987
P.O. Box 60045
Midland, TX 79711
P.O. Box 550

...to experience the
pure enjoyment,
complete relaxation,
and endless hours of
recreation that
come with owning

a Viking Pool?

40119 County Road
Zephyrhills, FL 33540
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Isn’t it your turn

Jane Lew, WV 26378

